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Slowly, tentatively, with great flexibilty of tempo  (   = ca.  46 - 56)
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sempre legato -- connected
Œ Œ œ# œ# ‰ Jœ
arcana frank felice
© 2003, Mad Italian Bros. Ink./Frank Felice, All Rights Reserved
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Suddenly, with bite! (     = ca.  120 - 132)
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At first, roughly (    = ca. 60 - 66)
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Slower, smoothing out the edges (    = ca.  52)
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Quickly, mischieviously -- (    = ca.  120 - 132)
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Influential Anxiety Closet (Peter Quint at the Clavier)
Influential Anxiety Closet (Peter Quint at the Clavier)
Nervous, edgy (    = ca.  120 - 132)
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Arcana - 5 -
with sutain pedal through this fast stuff -- clear it every now and then, but it shouldn't be
"dry," with no garbage -- however, don't over do it.  (clear it on the quarter note/eighth note chords)
